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Why B-L model interesting ?

muon anomalous magnetic 
dipole moment

induced rare B decay

One reason: B-L model can explain the two anomalous 

• Z’ Interaction Lagrangian 

• Get constrains from experiment data
1. LHC dilepton at Z pole
2. LHC 𝑍𝑍′ Searches 𝑍𝑍′ → 𝜇𝜇+𝜇𝜇− … .
3. Other constrains(Neutrino trident process)

Contur
Combine all the LHC 
constrains



Constrains with contur

What we except:
• Model parameters: Z’ mass , U(1)𝐵𝐵 − 𝐿𝐿 coupling g 

Big couplings with 𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧′ around 10-1000GeV exclude.
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Constrains with contur: how to do

1. Copy the UFO files to the working dir.
2. Compile and make
3. Read FRModel.model
4. Set LHC-FRModel.in
5. Run the commands following the tutorial

1. Run a clean container
2. Copy the UFO files
3. Change the parameters in the 

Original UFO files in parameters.py
4. Compile and make

Standard way:

But for the docker we use:



Our result: CMS Dileptons above the Z pole

Combined exclusion100.00 %
Exclusion from this pool alone: 100.00 %

𝑔𝑔′ = 0.1,𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧′ = 500𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑔𝑔′ = 0.01,𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧′ = 500𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

Exclusion from this pool alone: 40.26%
Combined exclusion 17.80 %



Our result:
𝑔𝑔′ = 0.001,𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧′ = 500𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

Exclusion from this pool alone: 0.38%
Combined exclusion 1.18 %

𝑔𝑔′ = 0.01,𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧′ = 10𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

Exclusion from this pool alone: 84.27%
Combined exclusion 67.88 %



Conclusion
We scan four points and agree with the paper
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nTGC model: dim-8 effective model

• No plots for lacking in 
LHC.in files in this model.

• Get the result but some 
error when plotting.



Why B-L model interesting ?

muon anomalous magnetic 
dipole moment

LHCb
induced rare B decay

Fermilab

One reason: B-L model can explain the two anomalous 



One model: Flavor specific B-L Model 

• Only act on the 2nd generation of fermions in weak basis
Gauge anomaly free

• Z’ Interaction Lagrangian 

• Get constrains from experiment data

1. Neutrino trident process
2. LHC 𝑍𝑍′ Searches 𝑍𝑍′ → 𝜇𝜇+𝜇𝜇− … . Contur

Combine all the constrains
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